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Abstract
We discuss investment allocation to multiple alpha streams traded on the
same execution platform with internal crossing of trades and point out dif-
ferences with allocating investment when alpha streams are traded on sepa-
rate execution platforms with no crossing. First, in the latter case allocation
weights are non-negative, while in the former case they can be negative. Sec-
ond, the effects of both linear and nonlinear (impact) costs are different in
these two cases due to turnover reduction when the trades are crossed. Third,
the turnover reduction depends on the universe of traded alpha streams, so
if some alpha streams have zero allocations, turnover reduction needs to be
recomputed, hence an iterative procedure. We discuss an algorithm for find-
ing allocation weights with crossing and linear costs. We also discuss a simple
approximation when nonlinear costs are added, making the allocation prob-
lem tractable while still capturing nonlinear portfolio capacity bound effects.
We also define “regression with costs” as a limit of optimization with costs,
useful in often-occurring cases with singular alpha covariance matrix.
Keywords: hedge fund, alpha stream, crossing trades, transaction costs, im-
pact, portfolio turnover, investment allocation, weight optimization
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1 Motivation and Summary
Combining multiple hedge fund alpha streams has the benefit of diversification.3
One then needs to determine how to allocate investment into these different alpha
streams αi, or, mathematically speaking, how to determine the weights wi with
which the investment should be allocated to individual alphas.4
If individual alpha streams are traded on separate execution platforms, then the
weights are non-negative: wi ≥ 0. This applies to the hedge fund of funds vehicles,
which take long positions in individual hedge fund alpha streams, as well as long-only
mutual funds. Also, this is irrespective of whether transaction costs are included
or not. So, the investment allocation problem then is some portfolio optimization
problem whereby one determines the weights wi based on an optimization criterion
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– e.g., maximizing the Sharpe ratio, the P&L, maximizing the P&L subject to a
condition on the Sharpe ratio, etc. – and invariably this portfolio optimization
involves the requirement that the weights are non-negative. Since the weights are
non-negative, if we include linear costs Li, the P&L is simply given by (I is the
investment level; see Section 2.1 for more detail):
P = I
∑
i
(αi − Li) wi (1)
So adding the linear cost Li > 0 simply has the effect of reducing the alpha αi.
Combining and trading multiple hedge fund alpha streams on the same execution
platform has a further benefit that by internally crossing the trades between different
alpha streams (as opposed to going to the market) one benefits from substantial
savings on transaction costs.6 In this framework the weights with which the alphas
are combined need no longer be non-negative. This is because, due to different
alphas being correlated with each other, the optimal allocation for the wights can
be such that some alphas are traded in reverse, against their originally intended
signal.7 On the one hand, we no longer have the wi ≥ 0 bound, which simplifies
the optimization problem. On the other hand, when costs are included, this leads
to a complication, because the costs are positive whether a given alpha is traded
along or against the signal. E.g., in the case of linear costs, the P&L now becomes
(assuming for the sake of simplicity the same linear cost regardless of the direction
of trading; see Section 2.1 for more detail)
P = I
∑
i
(αi wi − Li |wi|) (2)
3 For a partial list of hedge fund literature, see, e.g., [1]-[20] and references therein.
4 By “alpha” we mean any “expected return”. A priori it need not even be stock based.
5 For a partial list of portfolio optimization and related literature, see, e.g., [21]-[55] and
references therein.
6 For a recent discussion, see [56].
7 E.g., consider two alphas α1 > 0 and α2 > 0 with unit variances and correlation ρ > 0, with
no costs. The Sharpe ratio S is maximized by w1 = γ(α1 − ρ α2), w2 = γ(α2 − ρ α1), where γ is
fixed from |w1|+ |w2| = 1. If α2 < ρ α1, then w2 < 0, so S → max requires “shorting” α2.
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It is the modulus in Li |wi| that complicates the weight optimization problem, both
in the case of linear costs only, as well as when nonlinear costs – or impact of trading
on prices – are included.
Yet another issue arises when one accounts for turnover reduction due to internal
crossing. Without internal crossing, turnover T of the combined portfolio is simply
the weighted sum of the individual turnovers τi (by τi ≡ Di/Ii we mean the percent-
age of the dollar turnover Di of the individual alpha stream αi with respect to the
total dollar investment Ii into this alpha stream assuming it is traded separately,
without any crossing with other alpha streams):
T =
∑
i
τi |wi| (3)
However, when trades are crossed, turnover reduces,8 and when the number of alphas
is large, the following model is expected to provide a good approximation [57]:
T ≈ ρ∗
∑
i
τi |wi| (4)
where 0 < ρ∗ ≤ 1 is the turnover reduction coefficient. In [57] we proposed a spectral
model for estimating ρ∗, which is based on the correlation matrix of the alphas and
is designed to work when the number of alphas is large, and the distribution of indi-
vidual turnovers τi is not skewed. The turnover reduction coefficient ρ∗ depends on
the universe of alphas that are being traded – this is the case in the aforementioned
spectral model, and is also expected to be a model-independent property. In this
regard, if upon solving the optimization problem some weights wi turn out to be
zero, then ρ∗ needs to be recomputed with the corresponding alphas dropped, and
optimization needs to be repeated with so recomputed ρ∗. In fact, this process needs
to be repeated iteratively until it converges. This is yet another feature specific to
alpha stream optimization with internal crossing.
Thus, determining the optimal allocation of weights when alphas are traded on
the same execution platform and trades are internally crossed is a rather different
optimization problem from finding the weights when one combines alpha streams
traded on separate trading platforms. In this note, motivated by these differences,
we discuss the optimization problem in the framework of combining alphas traded
on the same trading platform with internal crossing. We discuss an algorithm (which
requires a finite number of iterations) for finding wi in the presence of linear costs.
The optimization criterion is taken to be maximizing the Sharpe ratio, and the alpha
covariance matrix is taken to be of a factor model form. We also discuss the case
8In this regard, optimizing alpha streams in the context of trading them on the same execution
platform is different from stock portfolio optimization. With stocks, there is no “internal crossing”
or “turnover reduction”. Yet another difference is that with stocks, for dollar-neutral portfolios,
there is a constraint
∑
a
da = 0, where da is the dollar holding for the stock labeled by a. For
alphas we have the condition on the weights
∑
i
|wi| = 1 instead.
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when nonlinear costs (impact) are added. We discuss a simple approximation in
this case which makes the optimization problem tractable while still capturing the
nonlinear dependence on the investment level that governs the portfolio capacity
bounds. We also discuss the case where the alpha covariance matrix is singular,
which often occurs in practical applications, in which case we discuss how to do
“regression with costs”, which is a limit of optimization with costs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give our
notations and setup. In Section 3 we discuss optimization with linear costs. In
Section 4 we discuss optimization with linear costs plus impact. In Section 5 we
discuss the regression limit of optimization with costs.
2 Definitions and Setup
We have N alphas αi, i = 1, . . . , N . Each alpha is actually a time series αi(ts),
s = 0, 1, . . . ,M , where t0 is the most recent time. Below αi refers to αi(t0).
Let Cij be the covariance matrix of the N time series αi(ts). Let Ψij be the
corresponding correlation matrix, i.e.,
Cij = σi σj Ψij (5)
where Ψii = 1. If M < N , then only M eigenvalues of Cij are non-zero, while
the remainder have “small” values, which can be positive or negative. These small
values are zeros distorted by computational rounding.9 In such cases, one can de-
form the covariance matrix so it is positive-definite (see Subsection 3.1 of [57] for
a deformation method based on [58]). Still, the off-diagonal elements of the sam-
ple covariance matrix (or a deformation thereof) typically are not expected to be
too stable out-of-sample. In this regard, instead of using a computed (based on
the alpha time series) sample covariance matrix, one can use a much more stable
constructed factor model covariance matrix, which we discuss in Section 3.1 hereof.
To begin with, we will ignore trading costs. Alphas αi are combined with weights
wi. Portfolio P&L, volatility and Sharpe ratio are given by
P = I
N∑
i=1
αi wi (6)
R = I
√√√√ N∑
i,j=1
Cij wi wj (7)
S =
P
R
(8)
9 Actually, this assumes that there are no N/As in any of the alpha time series. If some or all
alpha time series contain N/As in non-uniform manner and the correlation matrix is computed by
omitting such pair-wise N/As, then the resulting correlation matrix may have negative eigenvalues
that are not “small” in the sense used above, i.e., they are not zeros distorted by computational
rounding. The deformation method mentioned below can be applied in this case as well.
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where I is the investment level. Any leverage is included in the definition of αi,
i.e., if a given alpha labeled by index ℓ ∈ [1, . . . , N ] before leverage is α˜ℓ (this is
a raw, unlevered alpha) and the corresponding leverage is Kℓ : 1, then we define
αℓ ≡ Kℓ α˜ℓ. With this definition, the weights satisfy the condition
N∑
i=1
|wi| = 1 (9)
Here we allow the weights to be negative. This is because here we are primarily
interested in the case where the alphas are traded on the same execution platform
and trades between alphas are crossed, so one is actually trading the combined alpha.
Since generically there are nonzero correlations between different alphas (that is, at
least some off-diagonal elements of the correlation matrix Ψij are nonzero), the
optimal solution can have some negative weights, i.e., it is more optimal to trade
some alphas reversed.
In this paper we will focus on the optimization where one maximizes the Sharpe
ratio:
S → max (10)
We will assume that there are no upper or lower bounds on the weights – our primary
goal here is to set the framework for optimization with linear and nonlinear costs.
The solution to (10) in the absence of costs is given by
wi = γ
N∑
j=1
C−1ij αj (11)
where C−1 is the inverse of C, and the normalization coefficient γ is determined from
(9). Without delving into any details, here we simply assume that C is invertible
or is made into such (e.g., via a deformation – see, e.g., a method discussed in [57]
based on [58]). We will discuss the case where C is singular in Section 5.
If Cij is diagonal and we have all αi > 0, then all wi are also positive. However,
when we have nonzero correlations between alphas, some weights can be negative
even if all alphas are positive – a simple example is given in footnote 7.
2.1 Linear costs
Linear costs can be modeled by subtracting a linear penalty from the P&L:
P = I
N∑
i=1
αi wi − L D (12)
where L includes all fixed trading costs (SEC fees, exchange fees, broker-dealer fees,
etc.) and linear slippage.10 The linear cost assumes no impact, i.e., trading does
10Here for the sake of simplicity the linear slippage is assumed to be uniform across all alphas.
This is not a critical assumption and can be relaxed, e.g., by modifying the definition of Li below.
In essence, this assumption is made to simplify the discussion of turnover reduction.
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not affect the stock prices. Each alpha is assumed to trade a large number of stocks.
Each individual stock has its own contribution to linear cost, which depends on its
liquidity, volatility, etc. When summed over a large number of stocks and a large
number of alphas, the linear cost can be modeled (with the caveat mentioned in
footnote 10) as being proportional to the dollar turnover (i.e., the dollar amount
traded by the portfolio) D ≡ I T , where T is what we refer to simply as the turnover
(so the turnover T is defined as a percentage). Details are relegated to Appendix A,
which discussed the relation between, on the one hand, D, T and wi (which are the
quantities typically used in the optimization discussions), and, on the other hand,
the individual stock prices and shares traded (which are the quantities typically used
in the transaction cost discussions).
Let τi be the turnovers corresponding to individual alphas αi. If we ignore
turnover reduction resulting from combining alphas (or if the internal crossing is
switched off), then
T =
N∑
i=1
τi |wi| (13)
However, with internal crossing turnover reduction can be substantial and needs to
be taken into account. In [57] we proposed a model of turnover reduction, according
to which when the number of alphas N is large, the leading approximation (in the
1/N expansion) is given by
T ≈ ρ∗
N∑
i=1
τi |wi| (14)
where 0 < ρ∗ ≤ 1 is the turnover reduction coefficient. Let us emphasize that this
formula is expected to be a good approximation in the large N limit (so long as the
distribution of individual turnovers τi is not skewed) regardless of how ρ∗ is modeled.
In [57] we also proposed a spectral model for estimating ρ∗ based on the correlation
matrix Ψij:
ρ∗ ≈ ψ
(1)
N
√
N
∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
i=1
V˜
(1)
i
∣∣∣∣∣ (15)
where ψ(1) is the largest eigenvalue of Ψij and V˜
(1)
i is the corresponding eigenvector
normalized such that
∑N
i=1
(
V˜
(1)
i
)2
= 1.
We then have
P = I
N∑
i=1
(αi wi − Li |wi|) (16)
where
Li ≡ L ρ∗ τi > 0 (17)
Note that under the rescaling wi → ζwi (ζ > 0) we have P → ζP , R → ζR and
S = inv. This allows to recast the Sharpe ratio maximization condition (10) into
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the following minimization problem:
g(w, λ) ≡ λ
2
N∑
i,j=1
Cij wi wj −
N∑
i=1
(αi wi − Li |wi|) (18)
g(w, λ)→ min (19)
where λ > 0 is a free parameter, which is determined after the minimization w.r.t. wi
(with λ fixed) from the requirement (9). If it were not for the modulus in Li |wi|, this
optimization problem would be solvable in closed form. The modulus complicates
things a bit. The problem can still be solved, albeit it requires a finite iterative
procedure, i.e., the solution (formally) is exact and is obtained after a finite number
of iterations.11
3 Optimization with Linear Costs
Let J and J ′ be the subsets of the index i = 1, . . . , N such that
wi 6= 0, i ∈ J (20)
wi = 0, i ∈ J ′ (21)
Let
ηi ≡ sign (wi) , i ∈ J (22)
Note that, since the modulus has a discontinuous derivative, the minimization equa-
tions are not the same as setting first derivatives of g(w, λ) w.r.t. wi to zero. More
concretely, first derivatives are well-defined for i ∈ J , but not for i ∈ J ′. So, we
have the following minimization equations for wi, i ∈ J :
λ
∑
j∈J
Cij wj − αi + Li ηi = 0, i ∈ J (23)
There are additional conditions for the global minimum12 corresponding to the di-
rections i ∈ J ′:
λ
2
N∑
i,j=1
Cij (wi + ǫi) (wj + ǫj)−
N∑
i=1
(αi (wi + ǫi)− Li |wi + ǫi|) ≥
λ
2
N∑
i,j=1
Cij wi wj −
N∑
i=1
(αi wi − Li |wi|) (24)
11 More precisely, this is the case when the covariance matrix takes a factor model form – see
below.
12The global optimum conditions are discussed in Appendix B.
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where wi, i ∈ J are determined using (23), while wi = 0, i ∈ J ′. The conditions
(24) must be satisfied including for arbitrary infinitesimal ǫi. Taking into account
(23), these conditions can be rewritten as follows:13
∑
j∈J ′
(
λ
∑
i∈J
Cij wi ǫj − αj ǫj + Lj |ǫj|
)
≥ 0 (25)
Since ǫj , j ∈ J ′ are arbitrary (albeit infinitesimal), this gives the following conditions:
∀j ∈ J ′ :
∣∣∣∣∣λ∑
i∈J
Cij wi − αj
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Lj (26)
These conditions must be satisfied by the solution to (23). The solution that mini-
mizes g(w, λ) is given by
wi =
1
λ
∑
j∈J
Dij (αj − Lj ηj) , i ∈ J (27)
and D is the inverse matrix of the N(J)×N(J) matrix Cij, i, j ∈ J , where N(J) ≡
|J | is the number of elements of J :∑
k∈J
Cik Dkj = δij , i, j ∈ J (28)
i.e., D is not a restriction of the inverse of the N ×N matrix Cij to i, j ∈ J .
Here the following observation is in order. In the above solution, a priori we
do not know i) what the subset J ′ is and ii) what the values of ηi are for i ∈ J .
This means that a priori we have total of 3N possible combinations (including the
redundant empty J case), so if we go through this finite set, we will solve the
problem exactly. However, 3N is a prohibitively large number for any decent number
of alphas, which we in fact assume to be large, so one needs a more clever way of
solving the problem.
3.1 Factor Model
We need to reduce the number of iterations. In this regard, the following observation
is useful. Suppose, for a moment, that Cij were diagonal: Cij = ξ
2
i δij. Then (25)
simplifies and we have wi = 0 for i ∈ J ′ such that |αi| ≤ Li, while for i ∈ J such
that |αi| > Li from (23) we have ηi = sign (αi) and wi = [αi − Li sign (αi)] /λξ2i .
I.e., in this case we do not need any iterations. This suggests that, if we reduce the
“off-diagonality” of Cij, the number of required iterations should also decrease.
13 Since here ǫi are taken to be infinitesimal, these are the conditions for a local minimum. In
Appendix B we show that the local minimum we find here is also the global minimum.
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This can be achieved by considering a factor model for alphas. Just as in the
case of a stock multi-factor risk model, instead of N alphas, one deals with F ≪ N
risk factors and the covariance matrix Cij is replaced by Γij given by
Γ ≡ Ξ + Ω Φ ΩT (29)
Ξij ≡ ξ2i δij (30)
where ξi is the specific risk for each αi; ΩiA is an N ×F factor loadings matrix; and
ΦAB is the factor covariance matrix, A,B = 1, . . . , F . I.e., the random processes Υi
corresponding to N alphas are modeled via N random processes zi (corresponding
to specific risk) together with F random processes fA (corresponding to factor risk):
Υi = zi +
F∑
A=1
ΩiA fA (31)
〈zi, zj〉 = Ξij (32)
〈zi, fA〉 = 0 (33)
〈fA, fB〉 = ΦAB (34)
〈Υi,Υj〉 = Γij (35)
Instead of an N×N covariance matrix Cij we now have an F ×F covariance matrix
ΦAB. So, below we will set
C = Γ ≡ Ξ + Ω˜ Ω˜T (36)
Ω˜ ≡ Ω Φ˜ (37)
Φ˜ Φ˜T = Φ (38)
where Φ˜AB is the Cholesky decomposition of ΦAB, which is assumed to be positive-
definite.
There are various approaches to constructing factor models for alpha streams.
Here we simply assume a factor model form for the covariance matrix without delving
into details of how it is constructed.14 Let us briefly mention one evident possibility:
one can use the first F principal components of the covariance matrix as the factor
loadings matrix. One then needs to construct specific risk and factor covariance
matrix (which in itself is nontrivial). This is essentially the APT approach.
3.2 Optimization with Factor Model
In the factor-model framework, the optimization problem reduces to solving an F -
dimensional system as follows. First, let
vA ≡
N∑
i=1
wi Ω˜iA =
∑
i∈J
wi Ω˜iA, A = 1, . . . , F (39)
14 A more detailed discussion of factor models for alpha streams will appear in a forthcoming
paper.
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Then from (23) we have
wi =
1
λξ2i
(
αi − Li ηi − λ
F∑
A=1
Ω˜iA vA
)
, i ∈ J (40)
Recalling that we have
wi ηi > 0, i ∈ J (41)
we get
ηi = sign
(
αi − λ
F∑
A=1
Ω˜iA vA
)
, i ∈ J (42)
∀i ∈ J :
∣∣∣∣∣αi − λ
F∑
A=1
Ω˜iA vA
∣∣∣∣∣ > Li (43)
∀i ∈ J ′ :
∣∣∣∣∣αi − λ
F∑
A=1
Ω˜iA vA
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Li (44)
where (43) follows from (40) and (41). The last two inequalities define J and J ′ in
terms of F unknowns vA.
Substituting (40) into (39), we get the following system of F equations for F
unknowns vA:
F∑
B=1
QAB vB = aA (45)
where
QAB ≡ δAB +
∑
i∈J
Ω˜iA Ω˜iB
ξ2i
(46)
aA ≡ 1
λ
∑
i∈J
Ω˜iA
ξ2i
[αi − Li ηi] (47)
so we have
vA =
F∑
B=1
Q−1AB aB (48)
where Q−1 is the inverse of Q.
Note that (48) solves for vA given ηi, J and J
′. On the other hand, (42), (43) and
(44) determine ηi, J and J
′ in terms of vA. The entire system can then be solved
iteratively.
An algorithm for an iterative procedure for solving the system (42), (43), (44)
and (48) is relegated to Appendix C. Let us emphasize that the iterative procedure
is finite, i.e., it converges in a finite number of iterations.
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4 Impact in Weight Optimization
Next, let us discuss the effect of impact, i.e., nonlinear costs, on weight optimiza-
tion. Generally, introducing nonlinear impact makes the weight optimization prob-
lem computationally more challenging and requires introduction of approximation
methods.
One way of modeling trading costs is to introduce linear and nonlinear terms:
P = I
N∑
i=1
αi wi − L D − 1
n
Q Dn (49)
where D = I T is the dollar amount traded, T is the turnover, and Q and n > 1 are
model-dependent (and can be measured empirically). If we model turnover using
(14), then we have
P = I
N∑
i=1
(αi wi − Li |wi|)− Q˜
n
[
N∑
i=1
τi |wi|
]n
(50)
where the modulus accounts for the possibility of some wi being negative, and Q˜ is
defined as follows
Q˜ ≡ Q (I ρ∗)n (51)
For general fractional n, which would have to be measured empirically, the weight
optimization problem would have to be solved numerically. Sometimes n is assumed
to be 3/2. Here we keep it arbitrary.
First, note that if individual turnovers τi ≡ τ are identical, then the nonlinear
cost contribution into P is independent of wi as we have (9). In this case, it simply
shifts P by a constant and the problem can be solved exactly as in the previous
section.15 If τi are not all identical, then we need to solve the following problem:
g(w, λ) ≡ 1
2
N∑
i,j=1
Cij wi wj −
N∑
i=1
(αi wi − Li |wi|) + Q˜
′
n
[
N∑
i=1
τi |wi|
]n
(52)
g(w, µ, µ˜)→ min (53)
where
Q˜′ ≡ Q˜
I
(54)
Here one can use successive iterations to deal with the nonlinear term and various
stability issues associated with convergence must be addressed. A simpler approach
is to note that the key role of the nonlinear term is to model portfolio capacity16 via
15 In fact, in this case the contribution of the linear cost also shifts P by a constant.
16 By this we mean the value of the investment level I = I∗ for which the P&L Popt(I) is
maximized, where for any given I P&L Popt(I) is computed for the optimized weights wi. When
only linear cost is present, capacity is unbounded. When nonlinear cost is included, I∗ is finite.
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its dependence on I, not its detailed structure in terms of individual alphas. In this
regard, the following approximation is a reasonable way of simplifying the problem.
Let
τ ≡ 1
N
∑
i=1
τi (55)
τ˜i ≡ τi − τ (56)
If the distribution of τ˜i has a small standard deviation, then we can use the following
approximation (where we are using (9)):[
N∑
i=1
τi |wi|
]n
≈ τn + n τn−1
N∑
i=1
τ˜i |wi| (57)
The objective function can be rewritten as (modulo an immaterial constant term)
g(w, λ) ≈ 1
2
N∑
i,j=1
Cij wi wj −
N∑
i=1
(
αi wi − L˜i |wi|
)
(58)
where
L˜i ≡ Li + Q˜′ τn−1 τi = Li +Q ρn∗ In−1 τn−1 τi (59)
I.e., in this approximation the effect of the nonlinear term reduces to increasing
the linear slippage, and this problem we can solve as in the previous section. Note,
however, that the “effective” linear cost L˜i now depends on the investment level I
via (59), which now controls capacity. Thus, for I such that
∀i = 1, . . . , N : L˜i ≥ |αi| (60)
the P&L cannot be positive, so the capacity I∗ is finite (see footnote 16).
5 Regression as Limit of Optimization
Let us go back to optimization without costs. The Sharpe ratio is maximized by
wi = γ
N∑
j=1
C−1ij αj (61)
where γ is a normalization constant.
Let Cij have a factor model form:
Cij = vi δij +
K∑
A=1
ΛiA ΛjA (62)
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where vi is specific variance, and ΛiA, A = 1, . . . , K is the factor loadings matrix in
the basis where the factor covariance matrix is the identity matrix.17
We have
wi =
γ
vi
(
αi −
N∑
j=1
αj
vj
K∑
A,B=1
ΛiA ΛjB Q
−1
AB
)
(63)
where Q−1AB is the inverse of
QAB ≡ δAB +
N∑
ℓ=1
1
vℓ
ΛℓA ΛℓB (64)
Note that for N = 1 and K = 1 we have
w1 =
γ α1
v1 + Λ211
(65)
which reproduces (61).
5.1 Regression Limit
Let
vi ≡ ζ v˜i (66)
Consider the following limit:
ζ → 0 (67)
γ → 0 (68)
γ
ζ
≡ γ˜ = fixed (69)
v˜i = fixed (70)
In this limit we have
wi =
γ˜
v˜i
(
αi −
N∑
j=1
αj
v˜j
K∑
A,B=1
ΛiA ΛjB Q˜
−1
AB
)
≡ γ˜
v˜i
εi (71)
where Q˜−1AB is the inverse of
Q˜AB ≡
N∑
ℓ=1
1
v˜ℓ
ΛℓA ΛℓB (72)
Note that
N∑
i=1
wi ΛiC ≡ 0, C = 1, . . . , K (73)
17 I.e., the factor covariance matrix is absorbed into the definition of the factor loadings matrix.
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In fact, εi are the residuals of a weighted regression (with weights 1/v˜i) of αi over
ΛiA (without intercept). If all weights are identical v˜i ≡ v˜, then we have an equally-
weighted regression:
αi =
K∑
A=1
ΛiA ηA + εi (74)
where ηA are the regression coefficients (in matrix notation): η =
(
ΛT Λ
)−1
ΛT α.
5.2 Regression Limit with Costs
We can take a similar limit in the solution of Section 3 with costs. In this limit we
have
ξ2i ≡ ζ ξ˜2i (75)
λ ≡ λ˜/ζ (76)
ζ → 0 (77)
ξ˜2i = fixed (78)
λ˜ = fixed (79)
In this limit (40) reduces to
wi =
εi
λ˜ ξ˜2i
(80)
where εi are the residuals of a weighted regression (with weights 1/ξ˜
2
i ) of αi − Li ηi
over Ω˜iA (without intercept). We can use (80) (instead of (40)) in the iterative
procedure discussed at the end of Section 3, which now defines “Regression with
Linear Costs” (as opposed to optimization with linear costs) and can be useful in
cases where the full factor model is not known, but factor loadings Ω˜iA can be
constructed. An example of this is when the number of observations (M + 1) for
alphas is small (M ≪ N), so the covariance matrix Cij is singular and has only M
non-vanishing eigenvalues eA. In this case one can use, e.g., the first M principal
components PiA (corresponding to the nonzero eigenvalues eA) to construct factor
loadings via Ω˜iA =
√
eAPiA, and for ξ˜
2
i one can use, e.g., Cii (which are all positive).
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Finally, note that we can also consider regression with linear and nonlinear costs
with the latter treated using the approximation discussed in Section 4.
A Linear Costs
In this appendix we discuss linear costs in more detail, starting from linear costs for
underlying individual stocks, which we discuss in terms of the individual stock prices
18 Note that for the regression one can actually set Ω˜iA = PiA as any transformation of the form
Ω˜ → Ω˜ Z, where Z is an arbitrary nonsingular M ×M matrix, does not change the regression
residuals (albeit it affects the regression coefficients).
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PA and the corresponding volumes traded QiA. Here the index A = 1, . . . , NS labels
stocks, where NS is the total number of stocks traded. As before, i = 1, . . . , N ,
where N is the number of alphas. Then QiA is the volume (i.e., the number of
shares) for the stock labeled by A traded by αi. Here volumes QiA are unsigned
quantities, i.e., QiA ≥ 0 both for buys and sells. Let LiA be the per-share linear
cost of trading the stock labeled by A by αi. First, let us assume that there is no
internal crossing. Then the total linear cost of trading all stocks by all alphas is
given by
Clin =
N∑
i=1
NS∑
A=1
LiA QiA (81)
This equation, however, is not practical for the purpose of weight optimization. We
need to make some simplifying assumptions, so we can express Clin in terms of the
weights wi. The two simplifying assumptions are as follows. First, we assume that
LiA is independent of the i index, i.e., the cost of trading the stock labeled by A
is independent of which alpha is trading it. This assumption need not hold in the
most general case. However, when the number of stocks NS is large and the number
of alphas N is large, this is expected to be a reasonable approximation, which can
be thought of as setting LiA to their mean value (as averaged over all alphas)
LiA ≈ LA ≡ 1
N
N∑
i=1
LiA (82)
Second, in optimization one deals with dollar holdings, not share holdings – thus,
the total (meaning, long plus short) dollar holding for each alpha is Hi ≡ I |wi|. On
the other hand, we can write
Hi =
NS∑
A=1
PA SiA (83)
where SiA is the absolute value of shares held by αi in the stock labeled by A.
Similarly, to tackle the optimization problem, trading costs should also be given in
terms of traded dollar amounts. This is achieved by assuming that LA is proportional
to the prices PA, i.e., LA ≈ L PA, where L is independent of A. We then have
Clin ≈ L
N∑
i=1
NS∑
A=1
PA QiA = L D (84)
The second equality follows from the definition of the portfolio dollar turnover D =∑N
i=1Di, where Di =
∑NS
A=1 PA QiA are individual dollar turnovers in the absence of
internal crossing. (We discuss turnover reduction in the presence of internal crossing
in Section 2.1.) Note that Di = D |wi|, and T = D/I. Furthermore, the meaning
of (84) is that the linear cost approximately is a fixed fraction of the dollar amount
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traded. This is expected to be a reasonable approximation when linear slippage
has a dominant contribution into the linear cost – linear slippage for an individual
stock is roughly proportional to an average bid-ask spread, which on average scales
linearly with the stock price, so when the linear cost is summed over a large number
of stocks and a large number of alphas, we arrive at the above approximation.
B Conditions for Global Minimum
In Section 3 we gave the conditions for the global minimum:
λ
2
N∑
i,j=1
Cij (wi + ǫi) (wj + ǫj)−
N∑
i=1
(αi (wi + ǫi)− Li |wi + ǫi|) ≥
λ
2
N∑
i,j=1
Cij wi wj −
N∑
i=1
(αi wi − Li |wi|) (85)
where wi, i ∈ J are determined using (23), while wi = 0, i ∈ J ′, and ǫi are arbitrary.
In Section 3 we discussed these conditions for arbitrary infinitesimal ǫi, which gave
the conditions for a local minimum. Here we discuss the above conditions for non-
infinitesimal ǫi. Taking into account (23), we have
λ
2
N∑
i,j=1
Cij ǫi ǫj +
∑
j∈J ′
(
λ
∑
i∈J
Cij wi ǫj − αj ǫj + Lj |ǫj |
)
+
∑
i∈J
Li (|wi + ǫi| − |wi| − ηi ǫi) ≥ 0 (86)
The first term is manifestly positive semi-definite as Cij is positive-definite, the
second term is positive semi-definite due to (26) which implies (25), while the third
term is manifestly positive semi-definite as ηi = sign(wi). So, the local minimum we
found in Section 3 is also the global minimum. This is because all Li > 0.
C Iterative Procedure
At the initial iteration one takes J (0) = {1, . . . , N}, so that J ′(0) is empty, and
η
(0)
i = ±1, i = 1, . . . , N (87)
While a priori the values of η
(0)
i can be arbitrary, unless F ≪ N , in some cases one
might encounter convergence speed issues. However, if one chooses
η
(0)
i = sign(αi), i = 1, . . . , N (88)
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then the iterative procedure generally is expected to converge rather fast. Further-
more, note that the solution is actually exact, i.e., the convergence criteria are given
by (recall from Appendix B that this produces the global optimum)
J (s+1) = J (s) (89)
∀i ∈ J (s+1) : η(s+1)i = η(s)i (90)
∀A ∈ {1, . . . , F} : v(s+1)A = v(s)A (91)
where s and s+1 label successive iterations.19 Put differently, the iterative procedure
is finite – it converges in a finite number of iterations. Finally, note that wi for i ∈ J
are given by (40), while wi = 0 for i ∈ J ′.
Here the following remark is in order. Because the alphas αi, i ∈ J ′ are no
longer traded, we can drop such alphas, if any, recompute ρ∗ in (17) using the
corresponding correlation matrix Ψ′ij ≡ Ψij |i,j∈J , recompute wi using such ρ∗ and
repeat this procedure until the subset J based on which ρ∗ is computed is the same
as the subset for which wi 6= 0, where wi are computed based on such ρ∗.20
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